
WELCOME
This second issue of the
Bara' House Artists
newsletter contains:

Photos from our first
exhibition in the Open
Churches Festival in
Market Rasen

Advance notice of our
next meeting

Information about Cliff
Baxendale's exhibition
in July
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June 2019

The Art Exhibition for the Open Churches weekend at Market Rasen
New Life Church was a great success. There were over 100 visitors
across the two days, with many encouraging comments. Many thanks
to Ann Evans and Val and John Fane for all their sterling work in
mounting the exhibition in preparation for the weekend. We are grateful
to members of the New Life Church for all that they did to support this
exhibition.
We still have quite a few paintings in our spare room. If they are yours,
please contact us to arrange collection or delivery.

Some of the Artists involved in the
exhibition at Market Rasen New
Life Church.







July Meeting - "Cake and Create"

Saturday 20 July from 1.00 to 4.30 pm

at

Market Rasen New Life Church

Opportunity to meet and mingle and eat cake with
other group members as well to create something

during the session. (May be in a medium you have not
used before?)

We will provide paper and poster paints, coloured
pencils, some inks and collage materials, glue, etc.

If you want to bring your own materials, please feel free
to do so.

Cost: donation on the day towards materials and room
hire.

Whilst numbers are not limited, please let us know if you
intend coming.



Invitation from Cliff Baxendale:

I would like to invite you to a Celebration Exhibition which will
take place in the Sam Scorer Gallery, Drury Lane, Lincoln
from 10.00 am on Tuesday, 23rd July until 4.00 pm on
Sunday, 4th August 2019.

I am having a Retrospective Show looking at the range and
variety of creative work done since I was an Art Student in
Leeds and London in the early 60’s. I have called the show
“Experiences, Explorations and Expressions”.

There will be a mixture of etchings, lino-cuts, lithographs/
silkscreens, collages, paintings and drawings used to create
a variety of themes and subjects. Some of the works have a
prophetic content. The creative methodology is a result of
how experiences, observations, ideas and inspirations have
become the resource material for the finished art works.

I hope you will be able to come.

PREVIEW on Tuesday, 23rd July This will be from 5.30 PM
to 8.00 PM.

Well done to everyone who wanted to experiment with the slate tiles we
have been offered. Please do send us photos of your results.

We hope you have found this Newsletter both stimulating and
challenging as you continue to create. Look forward to seeing you on
20 July.

The next newsletter will be in your inbox at the beginning of August.
Please feel free to let us have any items for inclusion. These would
need to be with us by 21 July.

Love and Blessings

John and Val


